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The Femmie Plot 

rE DISCLOSURE that the FBI se-
retly Infiltrated and investigated 

the Women's Liberation Movement dur-
ing its formative years has raised a 
number of serious questions. 

The most serious is, of course, why 
did the FBI stop? 

"It is absolutely essential that we 
conduct sufficient investigation to 
clearly establish subversive ramifica-tions of the WLM," J. Edgar Hoover 
warned his agents in a 1970 memo. 

It was also up to his (-men, he 
added grimly, "to determine the poten-
tial for violence" of this clandestine organization and to evaluate whatever 
"threat they may represent to the 
internal security of the United States." 

Yet, despite the direct orders of Mr. 
Hoover. the record shows that this 
simple task was never accomplished! 

* * * 
THAT THIS power-mad conspiracy is 
-I- at least as subversive and an even 

graver threat today than it was in 1970 
cannot be denied. 

I have here in my hand a document 
proving there are 205 card-carrying 
women in the State Department. Others have infiltrated the highest levels of our 
government. One a) avowed women is 
even a member of the Cabinet! 

Across the land, known women 
have moved into our clubs, our colleges, 
our armed services and, yes, even our 
Merchant Marine. The National Council 
of Churches has become a hotbed of 
fuzzy-minded fem-symps who condone 
ordaining self-confessed women — thus 
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providing them with pulpits from which 
to spout their insidious feminist propa-ganda. Only the Pope stands firm. 

Self-proclaimed women have taken over as television anchorpeople and now 
authoress textbooks are rewriting his-
tory to warp the little minds of our little 
children into believing that the shot 
heard 'round the world was fired by a 
Minuteperson. Talk about destroying our cherished American Heritage! 

It is no secret that these militant 
women have a secret blueprint for seizing complete control of America. 
Even now, they are attempting to alter 
the Constitution and they will not rest 
until they have inaugurated one of their 
own as Chief Executrix. What will. 
happen then to our inalienable right to 
drink beer and watch Monday night football? 

* * * 

O11, THERE ARE some fellow travel-
ers among us who contend this is a. 

free country and anyone who wants to 
go around being a woman can do so. 
Perhaps. But, as a good American, ask yourself, would you want your sister to marry one? 

And, while you're at it, ask yourself 
where, in the face of this clear and present danger, is the FBI? The current 
stories say only that it dropped its 
investigation shortly after the death of 
Mr. Hoover on May 2, 1972. 

I have at hand a yellowing clipping 
dated May 12, 1972. It announces the 
appointment of one Barbara Herwig to 
be special assistant to the new director. of the FBI. It says she prefers to be addressed as "Ms." 


